
Wearable Temperature Alert Device'" 

Getting People Together Again. 
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Peace of Mind 

When many others are fearful and anxious about 

the "new normal," those around you can rest easy. 

With TAD", the "new normal" is more like back to 

normal. Let's get America going again. 

TAD SAFE'" Facility 

Your patrons will be confident of their well-being 

when you show them you are a TAD SAFE" 

facility. Increase the amount of foot traffic into 

your business with a clear identifier· your focus 

is on providing a level of safety many others are 

Simple & Versatile 

TAD" keeps you safe, is easy to wear, and is easy 

to use. Work, play, exercise and more while TAD" 

measures your temperature for you at regular 

intervals OR with the push of a button. 

Introducing TAD
™ 

A wearable temperature alert device that brings peace of 
mind to students, employees, their employer, sport fans and 
all those who interact with them to feel and be TAD SAFE�! 

Brand Your Band 00 
TAD" bands can be private labeled to match your brand's logo. Speak to 

one of our advisors today. 

TAD. is solely intended to monitor and alert an individual of elevated temperatures. If TAD" illuminates amber or red, the wearer should remove the unit and place under their 

armpit (axillary temperature) for up to 5 minutes to receive a secondary reading. TAD" is not a substitute for a clinical or rectal thermometer. Always use a clinical thermometer 

when high accuracy body temperature measurements are required. Please consult your medical professional should a fever occur. TAD" is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, 

or prevent any sicknesses or diseases. If you experience a medical emergency, immediately seek care and consult with a medical professional. We are not responsible for any 

health problems that may result from your use of the TAD. product. 
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